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In this paper the work of Berestycki, Nirenberg and Varadhan on the maximum
principle and the principal eigenvalue for second order operators on general
domains is extended to Riemannian manifolds. In particular it is proved that the
refined maximum principle holds for a second order elliptic operator on a manifold
if and only if the principal eigenvalue is positive. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe purpose of this work is to present an extension of the results in 2
to Riemannian manifolds. In that paper several results related to the
maximum principle and the existence of a principal eigenvalue and eigen-
vector are given. Most proofs are based on some elliptic results, including
 .the Alexandrov]Bakelman]Pucci ABP inequality, the Krylov]Safonov
estimates as well as on an improved version of the maximum principle for
 .narrow see Definition 4.2 domains. Once a corresponding maximum
principle for narrow domains on manifolds as well as an inequality that can
 .be used instead of ABP is proved, most of the results and proofs hold in
this setting, too.
The proofs of these two facts, however, are nontrivial and rely in turn on
w xseveral ideas from 2 .
This work was originally motivated by the study of symmetry properties
w xof positive solutions of elliptic equations on symmetric domains. In 7 a
generalization of the moving-planes method is given that allows us to
consider some examples of domains with symmetries other than reflections
with respect to a plane. In particular, when trying to prove such properties
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for operators on manifolds, we realized that the basic tool, the maximum
principle for narrow domains, does not follow directly from the Euclidean
case. However, once this is done, it seemed natural to extend also the
w xresults presented in 2 to manifolds.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We will be dealing with second order elliptic operators on manifolds. In
 .order to be able to define a uniformly elliptic operator, let M , g be an
Riemannian manifold without boundary, and V ; M a subset such that Vn
is compact in M . Fix a finite family of geodesic balls covering V:n
  i.4 kBr y , y g M , and corresponding chartsi n
x i : B y i ª V , .r ii
i  i i . nx s x , . . . , x g V ; R . Later on, we will use Euclidean balls in some1 n i
 .constructions e.g., Definition 4.2 . It will be assumed without explicit
mention that these balls lie in the corresponding coordinate neighbour-
hood. In order to do that, let r be the maximal radius such that a0
geodesic ball of such radius and with center at any point in V is contained
 . < <in some V . If vol ? denotes the volume on M and ? the standardi n
Euclidean measure, we take d , d ) 0 such that1 2
y1i< < < <d E F vol x E F d E , .  . /1 2
for all measurable E ; V . Let L be a second order elliptic operator oni
M , which in terms of the local charts given above has the formn
Lk s M k q ck x s ak x ­ q bk x ­ q ck x , x g V , 1 .  .  .  .  .i j i j i i k
 . with a g C V . We will omit the superindex k when it is clear from thei j
.context. We assume that there are positive constants c , C such that0 0
< < 2 k < < 2 nc j F a x j j F C j , ;j g R 2 .  .0 i j i j 0
and
1r22 < <Sb , c F b , for some b G 0. 3 . .i
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We recall the classical form of the maximum principle:
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that the minimum principle holds for the
operator L in V if
Lw G 0 in V 4 .
and
lim sup w x F 0 5 .  .
xª­ V
imply w F 0 in V.
From now on we will assume that all functions w to which L is applied
belong to W 2, n. We present two different sufficient conditions for theloc
 w x.maximum principle to hold see 3; 6; 1; 4, Chap. 9 :
 .  .i c x F 0.
 .  .ii There is a function g g C V which is positive in V and satisfies
Lg F 0.
Observe that the preceding conditions are also sufficient for the maximum
principle to hold on manifolds. It is known that when V is a bounded
domain in Rn and the coefficients on L as well as ­ V have some degree of
regularity, when the maximum principle holds if and only if the principal
eigenvalue l of yL for the Dirichlet problem is positive:1
L q l c s 0 in V .1 1
c s 0 on ­ V , l ) 01 1
 w x .see 2 and references therein .
 2 ..In case the operator is self-adjoint with respect to L V , i.e., L has
the form
L s ­ a x ­ q c x , .  .i i j j
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are always real, but this is not neces-
 .sarily true for L of the general form 1 . However, in case the coefficients
and ­ V are smooth, there are a principal eigenvalue and an associated
principal eigenfunction f which are real and satisfy1
 .  .a f isa simple eigenfunction, i.e., f spans ker L q l with1 1 1
Dirichlet boundary conditions and f ) 0 in V,1
 .b if c is a positive eigenfunction with eigenvalue l, then l s l ,1
 .c for any eigenvalue l, Re l G l .1
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w xIn 2 the existence of such a pair is proved for any bounded domain
 . nconnected open set in R and the authors study the relationship with the
maximum principle. As mentioned before, the purpose of this paper is to
generalize this approach to manifolds.
3. THE PRINCIPAL EIGENVALUE
The eigenvalue l is defined by a minimax expression. Recall that for L1
self-adjoint, one has
l s inf a x u u q c x u2 dx , .  . .H1 i j i j
V
` . 2the infimum here is taken over all C V with L norm equal to 1. One of0
w xthe central results in 2 is, after introducing a refined notion of the
maximum principle, the proof of the statement
l ) 0 m the refined maximum principle holds,1
n  .for any bounded domain in R . We will see that the pair l , f , to be1 1
defined, is indeed the principal eigenvalue and eigenfunction in case L has
 .smooth coefficients and ­ V is smooth. These two facts show that l , f1 1
and the refined maximum principle are indeed natural generalizations of
the corresponding concepts.
DEFINITION 3.1. We define l by1
< 2, nl s sup l 'f ) 0 in V , f g W V s.t. L q l f F 0 . 1 .  .  . 41 l oc
The estimates presented here depend only on c , C , b, V, d , d , and0 0 1 2
r .0
4. THE REFINED MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE
As we already mentioned, when studying symmetry properties of elliptic
equations, a version of the maximum principle for sets of small measure
allows one to consider more general domains and motivated the general-
w xization of the results in 2 to manifolds. Generally speaking, besides the
maximum principle for narrow domains and two estimates due to Krylov
w xand Safonov, the only remaining important tool in 2 is the
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Alexandrov]Bakelman]Pucci inequality for domains in Rn:
THEOREM 4.1. If c F 0, w satisfies Lw G f in V ; Rn and
lim sup w x F 0 1 .  .
xª­ V
then
5 5 nsup w F B f , 2 .L
V
where B depends only on n, c , b, and d, the diameter of V.0
 w x .For a proof see 4, Theorem 9.1 . We have been unable to prove the
corresponding theorem for manifolds. However, in our considerations,
ABP may be substituted by another inequality see Theorem 5.10 and
.Lemma 5.12 .
In what follows, we present the notion of the refined maximum princi-
w xple, as introduced in 2 . We also prove the maximum principle for narrow
domains on manifolds as well as the inequality mentioned above. We
specify what is understood by narrow.
DEFINITION 4.2. A domain V is called narrow if for a fixed number
0 - d - 1 and a small 0 - r - d depending only on n, c , C , b, d , d ,0 0 0 1 2
 .r , and d , for any x g V there is a ball B x, r , centered at x with radius0 x
r F r, such thatx
vol B x , r l Vc G d vol B x , r . .  . .  .x x
Notice that a domain with sufficiently small volume is narrow. Indeed,
let x g V be fixed. By definition we know that there exists V such that0 i
i  .. iU s x B x ; V , where as before, x stands for a local chart. Then,r 0 i0
according to the choice of d and d1 2
c i cvol B x l V G d x B x l V .  . .  .r 0 1 r 00 0
i iG d x B x y x B x l V .  . .  . /1 r 0 r 00 0
1
iG d x B x y vol B x l V .  . .  .1 r 0 r 00 0 /d2
1
iG d x B x y vol V . .  . .1 r 00 /d2
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 .  . <   .. <By taking vol V - d 1 y d drd min x B y , we obtain2 2 1 i, y g V i r0
c ivol B x l V G d d x B x .  . . r 0 2 r 00 0
G d vol B x . . .r 00
 .In an arbitrary bounded domain V, condition 5 in Section 2 is a very
strong hypothesis, and in general one cannot expect to prescribe boundary
values or to know the precise behavior of solutions at every point of ­ V. A
natural way of knowing what points of the boundary are exceptional is by
 w x.means of the capacity and the usual Wiener criterion see 4, p. 27 or by
means of barriers.
w xAnother refinement of this condition goes back to 8 . It uses a positive
solution u in V of0
Mu s y1 3 .0
  . .which vanishes in a suitable sense in ­ V see 1 in Section 2 .
Remark 4.3. We do not give more details hereon what ``vanishing in a
suitable sense'' means. It will be explained later on when we construct u .0
For now, it is sufficient to say that u can be taken as zero for any point on0
­ V which admits some kind of barrier.
 .In place of 5 in Section 2, we will require that for every sequence
 .x ª ­ V such that u x ª 0j 0 j
lim sup w x F 0. 4 .  .j
We will denote by
u
x ª ­ V , 5 .j
 .  .where u g C V and x ª ­ V, the fact that u x ª 0. We also say thatj j
u vanishes on ­ V with respect to u on ­ V, denoted by0
u0
u s 0 on ­ V , 6 .
u0  .if x ª ­ V implies u x ª 0. We can now define what we understandj j
by the refined maximum principle.
 .DEFINITION 4.4 The Refined Maximum Principle . We say that L
satisfies the refined maximum principle in V if
Lw G 0 in V , w bounded above, 7 .
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and
u0
lim sup w x F 0 if x ª ­ V , 8 .  .j j
imply w F 0 in V.
The requirement that w be bounded is indeed necessary see Remark
w x .1.1 in 2 for an example.
5. CONSTRUCTION OF u AND BOUNDARY BEHAVIOR0
We now provide the details about the construction of u . Let H be a0 j
sequence of open subsets of V ; M having smooth boundaries and suchn
 .that H ; H ; H and D H s V. Since a g C H , then in H wej j jq1 j i j j j
have that the problem
Mu s y1 in H 1 .j j
u s 0 on ­ H 2 .j j
has a solution for any p ) n. By the usual maximum principle, u ) 0 inj
H and the functions u are increasing in j. In order to guarantee that uj j 0
is bounded from above we will assume that the following condition holds
 .  .A There is a positive function s bounded from above, s F A
that satisfies
Ms F y1 in V .
Then, by the usual maximum principle we get
u F s F A.0
2 .For instance, we can construct such a s provided there is a C V
5 5 2 5 5 5function with h F C and satisfying =h G e ) 0, where u ? denotesC 0
the norm induced by g. Then we can take
s s A y C eya h ,2
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where C and a sufficiently large positive constants, and A ) sup C eya h.2 2
Then
M A y C eya h .2
2­ h ­ h ­ h ­ h
ya hs C e a ya a q a q b2 i j i j i­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ xi j i j i
ya h 2 2F C e a yc « a q C q bC2 0 0 0
F y1,
2, p .by taking a sufficiently large. Consequently u p u weakly in W Jj 0
1 .and strongly in C J , for any compact set J ; V and
Mu s y1 in V , 0 - u F A. 3 .0 0
We clarify in what sense u vanishes at the boundary of V.0
DEFINITION 5.1. A point y g ­ V is said to admit a strong barrier if for
 .   . 4  .some ball B y s dist x, y - r there is in B y l V s U a positiver r
2, n .function h g W U , satisfyingloc
Mh F y1,
 .which can be extended continuously to the point y, with h y s 0.
Then we have:
 .PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose that condition A is satisfied with A ) 2, then
u can be extended as a continuous function to e¨ery point y of ­ V admitting0
 .a strong barrier by setting u y s 0.0
Proof. Set V s H l B . We may fix e ) 0, depending only on n, C ,j rr2 0
b, r, and g, the metric on M , such thatn
2
eM dist x , y F 1r2 in U. . .
Ä 2 .Then h s h q e dist x, y satisfies
1ÄMh F y in U.
2
 .Furthermore, if dist x, y s rr2 and x g H ,j
r 2Äh x G d s e , .
4
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and we may take d F 1. Hence the function
Äh
z s A y u G 0 on ­ Vjd
and
Mz F 0 in V ,
if A ) 2. The usual maximum principle implies that z G 0 in V, i.e.,
1 Äu x F A h x in V . .  .j d
Letting j ª ` and keeping x fixed we get
1 Äu x F A h x for x g H l B . .  .0 j rr2d
Ä .This last inequality implies the conclusion since h x ª 0 as x ª y.
 4Remark 5.3. u is independent of the choice of H . Indeed let u beÄ0 j 0
Äthe corresponding function for another choice of subsets, H . Fix j andj
Äconsider H . Since D H s V, we may take k large enough so thatj j
ÄH ; H .j k
But then, by the usual maximum principle we get
Äu G u in H .Ä0 0 j
Since j is arbitrary, this holds for the whole V. Interchanging the roles of
ÄH , H we indeed have u s u .Äj j 0 0
` .COROLLARY 5.4. Gi¨ en f g L V , there is a solution z of
Mz s f
satisfying
`5 5z x F f u x in V . 4 .  .  .L 0
Furthermore, if f F 0 then z G 0 in V.
Proof. Let z be the solution of H ofj j
Mz s f in Hj j
z s 0 on ­ H .j j
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< < 5 5 `Let z be lim z . By the maximum principle, z F u f . Now,Liª` i j 0
letting j ª ` the result follows. Also note that if f F 0, then z G 0 in Hj j
and so z G 0 in V.
The next lemma establishes that the condition x ª u0­ V depends onlyj
on a neighbourhood of ­ V.
 .LEMMA 5.5. Suppose that A holds. Let H be an open set with smooth
boundary H ; H where H is one of the sets used in the construction of u ; jj j 0
will be fixed. Let u be the function u constructed earlier, but now for the setÄ0 0
V _ H, then
u F u F Cu , in V _ H , 5 .Ä Ä0 0 0 j
where C depends on H, H , C , c , n, and b.j 0 0
 .Proof. The first inequality in 5 follows from the maximum principle.
In order to prove the second we use the fact that if w G 0 and Mw F y1
 .in a ball B y , thenr
w y G a ) 0, 6 .  .
where a depends only on r, C , and b. To check this take k ) 0 and0
 2 < < 2 .define z s k r y x y y , which satisfies
Mz s y2k S a q b x y y . .i i i i i
G y2k nC q br .0
G y1 if k is small.
Then by the maximum principle
w G z in B y .r
and
w y G k r 2 . .
Just as before with u , we see that u is obtained as the increasing limit ofÄ0 0
u satisfyingÄi
Mu s y1 in H _ HÄi i
u s 0 on ­ H _ H .Ä  .i i
 .  .For some i and some fixed r satisfying r - d x, H and r - d x, ­ V we0
have, if i G i , that for all x in ­ H , H contains an r-neighbourhood of0 j i
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 .H . By 6j
u G a on ­ H .Äi j
Since u F A, we choose C G A, so0 1
C1
u G u on ­ HÄi 0 ja
We may suppose C G a . Since u p u where u is the solution of1 i 0 i
Mu s y1 in Hi i
u s 0 on ­ H ,i i
we see that
C1
u G u in H _ H , for i G i .Äi i i j 0a
Letting i ª ` we obtain the desired inequality.
We now present the following lemma, which will be used later repeat-
edly.
LEMMA 5.6. M satisfies the refined maximum principle in V.
 .  .Proof. Suppose w satisfies 4.7 and 4.8 , with the operator M, rather
than L, and w F N. We use the following fact whose proof is immediate
arguing by contradiction:
 .  .Remark 5.7. If w satisfies 4.8 , then ;e ) 0, 'd ) 0 such that w x F e
 .if x g V, and u x - d . Also, if w F N then0
N
w x F e q u x in V 7 .  .  .0d
 .which easily follows from the previous inequality if u x - d , if not0
 .Nu x rd ) N and this is true by assumption.0
 .In particular 7 holds for x g ­ H sincej
Mu s Mu s y1, in H ,0 j j
and u s 0 on ­ H . Applying the maximum principle toj j
N
w y u y u y e .0 jd
we get
N
w F u y u q e in H . .0 j jd
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 .  .Fixing x g H and letting j ª `, so that u x ª u x , we findj j 0
w F e in V .
Since e ) 0 was arbitrary the conclusion follows.
We now present the proof of the maximum principle for narrow do-
mains on manifolds.
 .THEOREM 5.8. Assume that A holds. Let L be an elliptic operator on
 .M , g , and suppose Lu G 0 in V ; M . Then there is an e ) 0, dependingn n
on c , C , b, d , d , n, and r such that if0 0 1 2 0
vol V F e and lim inf u x F 0, 8 .  .  .
xª­ V
then u F 0 in V, i.e., the maximum principle holds for L in V.
 .Obser¨ e that here A is not needed.
Proof. In order to prove this theorem, we only have to assume the
 .domain is narrow see Definition 4.2 and the following observation , i.e.,
 .; x g V l V , there is a Euclidean ball B x, r with r F r for somei x x
r ) 0, suitably small, s.t.
B x , r _ V G d B x , r , d ) 0, 9 .  .  .x x
i.e., the complement of V fills at least a fixed fraction d of the volume of
 .B x, r . Using this fact, we will construct a function ¨ such thatx
u
M y ¨ s 0 in V2 /r
10 .¨ s 1 on ­ V ,
where 0 - u depending on n, c , C , b, r, and d is to be chosen and ¨0 0
satisfies ¨ G u . We claim that the theorem follows by using the regular
maximum principle. Indeed, consider
u a
M q a y ¨ , .2 /1 y ar
where a s 1 q e , e ) 0, a ) 0 to be chosen. Then the above expression is
equal to
u u a u a
y ¨ q a y ¨ s y ¨ y a y ¨ .  .2 2 2  /1 y a 1 y ar r r
u a a a
s y ¨ 1 q y .2  / /1 y a 1 y ar
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Since ¨ G u , we have
u a yu a a a
M q q a y ¨ F u 1 q y .2 2  / / /1 y a 1 y a 1 y ar r
and this is less than or equal to zero if
a a G u ,
so it suffices to choose 1 ) a G a . We conclude that ¨ - a in V by
 .condition ii is the Introduction. Now, suppose r is sufficiently small so
that
ua
qsup c F .2r 1 y a .
Then
yu ua
L a y ¨ s M q c a y ¨ F q a y ¨ .  .  .  .2 2r r 1 y a .
u «a
F y 1 ,2  /1 y ar
which is less than or equal to zero if « is sufficiently small. To conclude,
 .apply condition ii in the Introduction.
  . w x.We now construct the function ¨ see the proof in Theorem 2.5 in 2 .
First we present a theorem we will need for this purpose which holds for
Euclidean balls.
 . nTHEOREM 5.9 Krylov]Safonov . In a ball B of radius d F 1 in R , let u0
be a positi¨ e function satisfying Mu q cu F 0 and also, in some closed set
< < < <G ; B assume Mu q cu F y1. Suppose G r B G d ) 0. Then there is a
constant s ) 0, depending only on n, c , C , b, d , and d , such that in the0 0 0
concentric ball of half the radius of B
u G s .
 w x .See 5 . Consider as before, a sequence of smooth subdomains V withj
DV s V. Since the coefficients a are continuous in V we may extendj i j j
them to Rn and also we may take b and c as identically 0 outside V .i j
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Let ¨ , for x g V , be the solution of1 j
M¨ s yx B x , r _ V in B x , r .  . .1 x j x ¨ s 0 on ­ B x , r . .1 x
 .  .Using ABP Theorem 4.1 , after rescaling the ball B x so that itr x
becomes the unit ball, we have
¨ F Br 2 ,1 x
B depending only on n, c , b. By applying the Krylov]Safonov Theorem we0
get
¨ x G sr 2 x , 11 .  .1
where s is a positive number depending on n, c , C , b, r, and d .0 0
Let ¨ be a solution of2
¡ u u
M y ¨ s y ¨ in B x , r .2 1 x2 2~  /r r 12 .x x¢¨ s 0 on ­ B x , r .2 x
u to be fixed later. Then
¨ s ¨ y ¨ 13 .0 1 2
satisfies
u
M y ¨ y ¨ s yx B x , r _ V . 14 .  .  . .1 2 x j2 /rx
 .Applying ABP to problem 12 , we obtain
u
2 2 2 2¨ F Br Br s u B r . 15 .2 x x x2rx
 . 2On B x, r l ­ V , ¨ F ¨ F Br . By applying the maximum principle inx j 0 1 x
 .  .B x, r l V , it follows that for the solution of 10x j
1 1
2 2 2¨ x G ¨ x G sr y u B r . .  .  .0 x x2 2Br Brx x
Taking u s sr2 B2 we obtain the estimate we wanted. Observe that u
does not depend on j, so by taking a convergent subsequence to a function
¨ in V we obtain the desired result.
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The next estimate is, together with the maximum principle just proved,
one of the crucial elements in some of the proofs and it will be used to
replace ABP in some sense.
 .THEOREM 5.10. If vol V - c , c depending on n, c , C , d , d , r ,1 1 0 0 1 2 0
and b then
2rnu F k vol V , 16 .  . .0
where k depends only on n, c , C , and b.0 0
 .Here again we remark that A is not needed.
 . <  . <  .Proof. For every x g V l V the ball B x, r with B x, r s 2 vol Vi
satisfies
1cB x , r l V G B x , r , .  .2
i.e., V is narrow. Then, the function ¨ employed in the proof of Theorem
5.8 satisfies
u¡
M y ¨ s 0 in V2 /r~ 17 .
¨ s 1 on ­ V¢¨ G u in V ,
where u depends on n, c , C , b, d , d . Then0 0 1 2
yu yu 2
M 1 y ¨ s ¨ F . . 2 2r r
By the maximum principle
r 2 r 2
u F 1 y ¨ F .0 2 2u u
so the conclusion follows.
Remark 5.11. It is worth noting that unlike the situation in Rn, one
cannot estimate u in general, purely in terms of the volume of V. Here is0
2  4an example. Suppose the manifold is S _ P , P is the north pole, L the
2 2  .usual Laplace operator on S , and let V s V be S _ B P , that is, thet t
sphere minus a disc of radius t with center at P, the north pole. Then
max ut depends on t and we claim that u ª ` as t ª 0. We now prove0 0
the claim. We argue by contradiction. Then we define
sup ut x s C. .0
t)0, xgV r
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Let t ª 0 through a sequence. Then, for a subsequence
ut ª u0
 4in V _ P , u satisfies
0 - u F C ,
and
Lu s y1.
Let w be a solution in a neighbourhood S of P of Lw s y1. Then
 4z s u y w is harmonic in S _ P and bounded near P. We may project
stereographically from the north pole to a neighbourhood of P on the
target plane there. The z, transformed, is a harmonic in the corresponding
punctured neighbourhood and bounded near P. By the theorem on remov-
able singularities, z is harmonic at P also. Hence u is regular and it
satisfies Lu s y1 on all S2. This is impossible since H 2 Lu s 0.S
 .In Section 7 we will need a slightly different version of 16 in Theorem
5.10 above, so we give the statement and proof next.
LEMMA 5.12. Let w be the solution of the problem
Mw s y1 in V _ K¡
~Mw s 0 in K 18 .
u0¢w s on ­ V ,
where K is a closed set in V. Then there is a constant c , depending on n, c ,1 0
C , d , d , and r such that if0 1 2 0
vol V _ K F c , . 1
then
2rnw F k vol V _ K , . .
k depending on n, c , C , d , d , and r .0 0 1 2 0
Proof. We first observe as in the proof of Theorem 5.10, that we can
 .assume V _ K to be narrow. Indeed, for every x g V l V _ K , the balli
 . <  . <  .B x, r with B x, r s 2 vol V _ satisfies
1B x , r l V _ K G B x , r . .  .  .2
Notice also that this set contains a neighbourhood of ­ V in V.
 .We now claim that a function z x can be constructed in such a way
that
u¡
M y z s 0 in V _ K2 /r~ 19 .Mz s 0 in K
z s 1 on ­ V¢¨ G u in V _ K ,
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where u depends on n, c , C , b, d , d , and r. The construction is almost0 0 1 2
the same as that already explained in the proof of Theorem 5.8. Namely,
we consider as before an increasing sequence of subdomains V withj
D V s V and the extensions of a , b , and c already introduced. Forj j i j i
 .x g K 9 [ V _ K l V , let z be the solution ofj 1
Mz s yx B x , r _ K 9 in B x , r .  . .1 x x 20 . z s 0 on ­ B x , r . .1 x
Just as in the proof of Theorem 5.8, we get
sr 2 F z F Br 2 ,x 1 x
s depending on n, c , C , r , and r . Also, let z be the solution of0 0 x 0 2
¡ u u
M y z s y z in B x , r .2 1 x2 2~  /r rx x¢z s 0 on ­ B x , r , .2 x
for a fixed u ) 0. Then we have for z s z y z .0 1 2
u
M y z s yx B x , r _ K 9 .  . .0 x2 /rx
and
u
2 2 2 2z F Br Br s u B r2 x x x2rx
  ..  .  .cf. 15 , and so, on B x, r l ­ V l K 9x j
z F z F Br 2 .0 1 x
Then, since x g K 9 we can apply the maximum principle to z and z, the0
 .  .solution of 19 , in B x, r l K 9 to obtainx
1 1
2 2 2z G z G sr y u B r . .0 x x2 2Br Brx x
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We can therefore take u sufficiently small so that the claim is proved. We
now consider the function 1 y z. Then
¡ 2u u
y z F y in K 9~ 2 2M 1 y z s . r r¢
0 in K ,
  .. 2  .and applying the maximum principle to w see 18 and r ru 1 y z , we
get
r 2 r 2
w F 1 y z F , .
u u
and the conclusions follows.
6. THE PRINCIPAL EIGENFUNCTION
This section is devoted to proving the existence of a principal eigenfunc-
tion and some of its properties.
We say that c is an eigenfunction of yL, with eigenvalue l both
. < <possibly complex if c k 0, c is bounded, and
L q l c s 0 in V .
u0
c s 0 on ­ V .
The main result of this section is the following.
 .THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that vol V - c , c gi¨ en in Theorem 5.10. The1 1
following statements hold:
 . 2, p .i There exists a positi¨ e function f in W V , ;p - `, called a1 loc
principal eigenfunction, satisfying
L q l f s 0. .1 1
 .  .ii If we normalize f so that f x s 1 at a fixed point x g V, then1 0 0
Ä Äf F k in V, where k is a constant depending only on x , V, c , C ,1 0 0 0
and b.
 .iii f F Cu , for some constant depending only on n, c , C , b,1 0 0 0
and V.
Obser¨ e that here the dependence on V includes also dependence on its
.metric.
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 .Remark 6.2. In particular iii implies that f can be extended as a1
continuous function to every point y on ­ V where there is a strong
 .barrier, and f y s 0. In the proof it also will be established that l is1 1
the limit of the principal eigenvalues m ; for a sequence of subdomainsj
V ; V ; V with smooth boundaries and DV s 1.j j jq1 j
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 6.1, we need the following
lemma.
 w x.  < < 4LEMMA 6.3 see Lemma 1.1 in 2 . Suppose B s x - R lies in V,r
with R F 1. Then
C
l V F , .1 2R
where C depends only on n, c , C , and b.0 0
 < < 4Proof. With r s Rr2, B s x - r , consider the functionr
221 2 < <s s r y x . .4
Direct calculation shows that
yLs C
sup F . 1 .2 /s RV
More explicitly
2 < < 2 2 < < 2s s yx r y x , s s yd r y x q 2 x x .  .x i i j i j i ji
and hence
Ls 1 2 a x x b x ci j i j i iy s a y q y i i2 2 22 2224s 4< < < <r y x r y x< <r y x .
< < 2n C q br 2c x b0 0 0F y q . 2 .2 22 22 4< <r y x < <r y x .
In the region where
< < 2 2x 2c q nC q br ) r nC q br 3 .  .  .0 0 0
 .the second term on the right of 2 dominates the first, and hence
yLsrs F b. In the remainder of Br
yLs nC q br 10F q b F b q nC q br nC q br q 2c .  .0 0 02 22s < < 2c rr y x 0
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 .and 1 holds. In order to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that if for
some positive function f and some l
L q l f F 0, .
 .then l - sup yLsrs . So consider such a pair f, l and supposeV
 .  .  . l G sup yLsrs s t . Then L q t s G 0 in B , while L q t f F Lr
.  .q l f F 0. By the sufficient condition ii for the maximum principle to
 .hold see the paragraph after Definition 2.1 we have that indeed L q t
satisfies it in B . But then, since s s 0 on ­ B , this would imply thatr r
s F 0 in B . This contradiction concludes the proof.r
Now we can give the proof of Theorem 6.1 equivalent to Theorem 2.1
w x.in 2 .
Suppose that V contains the closure of a ball of radius R. Let C be the
constant in Lemma 6.3 and fix d ) 0 such that
C
2r nb q k9d F 1r2,2 /R
where k9 is the constant in Proposition 5.10 modified since now we are
.working in a local chart . Let K be a closed subset of V such that
< <U s V _ K satisfied U - d and suppose K contains x and B . Let V0 R j
be a sequence of expanding subdomains of V with ­ V smooth andj
K ; V ; V ; V ??? ; V , and V s VDj j jq1 j
j
 .Now a g C V , and hence there is a principal eigenvalue m andi k j j
2, p .  .eigenfunction f g W V , ;p - `, i.e., satisfying f ) 0 in V , f xj j j j j 0
s 1, and
L q m f s 0 in V .j j j
f s 0 on ­ V .j j
Since f ) 0 in V , using the usual maximum principle we havejq1 j
m ) m ) l , set m s lim m G l .j jq1 1 j 1
We apply the Krylov]Safonov]Harnack inequality. It asserts that if u ) 0
satisfies Lu s 0 in a bounded domain V, then for any closed subset
K ; V, there is a constant C depending only on K, V, c , C , and b, such1 0 0
that
max u F C min u1
K K
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  . w x.see Corollary 9.25 in 4 . Applying the inequality in V we may infer1
that
f F C on K , j s 1, 2, . . . .j 1
In U s V _ K, ¨ s f y C satisfiesj j j 1
M y cy ¨ s ycqf q cyC y m f G ybf y m f . j 1 j j j j j
and
lim sup ¨ F 0.
xª­ Uj
Now, applying the maximum principle and the inequality provided by
Theorem 5.10, and since m F cRy2 by Lemma 6.3j
max f y C F b q m max f u .j 1 j j 0
UU jj
F b q m d 2r nk9 max f .j j
Uj
1F max fj2
Uj
and so
f F 2C [ k .j 1
By interior W 2, p estimates we then have
5 5 2 , pf V F C j , ;k G j q 1. . .Wk j
Therefore a subsequence of the f converges to a positive function f inj 1
V, f ª f weakly in W 2, p and strongly in W 1, `, i.e., in every compactj 1 loc loc
subset of V. Clearly, f is a solution of1
Lf q mf s 0 in V , f x s 1 .1 1 1 0
Äand f F k everywhere. By the definition of l we see that m s l . This1 1 1
 .  .proves i and ii of the theorem.
 .To prove iii we show that
f F k lq q b u , .j 1 0
q  .where l s max 0, l . But1 1
Mf s ym f y cfj j j j
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and f s 0 on ­ V , and so by the maximum principlej j
Ä qf F k m q b u in V . .j j 0 j
 .Letting j ª ` we obtain iii .
By using the proof of Theorem 6.1 we have the following estimate.
 .LEMMA 6.4. Suppose that vol V - c as in Theorem 5.10.1
1
ql L G y sup c . .1 2r n< <k V
 . qIn particular this shows that l L ) 0 for any operator L with c small.1
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 6.1, we had f s lim f , with1 j
L q m f s 0 in V .j j j
f s 0 on ­ Vj j
and m o l . Thusj 1
M y cy f s y cqq m f . .  .j j j
q  . q  .Setting t s max 0, t and g s sup c , we see that, by applying iii of
Theorem 6.1 and the estimate of Theorem 5.10
q 2r n< <max f F k g q m max f V .j j j
V Vj j
or
q2r n< <1 F k V g q m . .j
By letting j ª ` we get
q2r n< <1 F k V g q l . .1
The following theorem gives a lower bounded for l in case V is1
narrow.
THEOREM 6.5. Let 0 - d - 1 be fixed and r ) 0 small, depending on n,
 .c , C , b, d , d , r , and d such that for any x g V there is a ball B x, r ,0 0 1 2 0 x
centered at x with radius r F r we ha¨ex
cB x , r l V G d B x , r . .  .x x
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Then there is a positi¨ e constant t depending only on n, c , C , b, d , d , d ,0 0 0 1 2
r , and d such that0
t
l M , V G . .1 n 2r
 .The proof is immediate from 10 in Section 5, from which we obtain
u 2
t s .
1 y u
Remark 6.6. Observe that nothing is assumed about the diameter of V.
 .Also observe that Theorem 6.5 implies that l L, V ) 0 in case r is so1
small that trr 2 ) sup c.
7. SOME OTHER RESULTS
w xIn this section we present two of the central results of 2 in the context
of Riemannian manifolds.
THEOREM 7.1. The refined maximum principle holds if and only if l ) 0.1
In order to present the proof, we need first some preliminary results.
Observe that if l ) 0, then for any subdomain U ; U ; V, the maximum
principle holds for any L in U. Indeed, if f ) 0 is the principal eigen-1
function of L in V, then
Lf s l f - 0,1 1 1
 .and f ) 0 in U, so condition ii in Section 2 holds. This fact will be used1
repeatedly. Now we present the following lemma.
LEMMA 7.2. Assume l ) 0. Then there is a function ¨ in V satisfying1
L¨ F 0 and
1 F ¨ F C ,
where C depends only on c , C , b, V, d , d , r , and l .0 0 1 2 0 1
Proof. Choose a closed set K in V such that
ynr2< <V _ K - d s 2bk , .
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where k is the constant in Theorem 5.12. We know that there exists a
unique L` solution of
y2b in V _ K
Mw s  0 in K
u0
w s 0 on ­ V .
By using Theorem 5.12, we obtain
2rn0 - w - 2bk vol V _ K .
- 2bkd s 1
in V. Then we have, in V _ K
L 1 q w s c x 1 q w x y 2b F 0. .  .  . .
Next, by the Krylov]Safonov]Harnack inequality, we know that 'd ) 0
such that f G d on K. Set1
2b
E s ,
l d1
and
¨ s 1 q w q Ef .1
Then
L 1 q w F 0 in V _ K .
L¨ s L 1 q w y l Ef F . 1 1  2b y l in K .1
Thus L¨ F 0 in V and
2b
1 F ¨ F 2 q sup f \ C.1l d1
Using the previous lemma, we can obtain another important estimate.
 .LEMMA 7.3. Assume l V ) 0. There is a constant C , depending on c ,1 1 0
` .C , b, V, and l , such that for any f g L V , there is a solution w of0 1
Lw s f in V
u0
w s 0 on ­ V ,
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satisfying in addition
5 5 ` 5 5 `w F C f .L L1
Furthermore, if f F 0, then w G 0 in V.
5 5 `Proof. We may suppose f s y1. Using the sequence of subdo-L
mains which was used in constructing u , let w be the solution of V of0 j j
Lw s f in Hj j
1 .
w s 0 on ­ H .j j
Existence follows as usual from uniqueness, since the homogeneous prob-
lem has only zero as a solution notice that the maximum principle holds
.for L in H . The maximum principle also implies that w G 0 if f F 0.j j
Applying Lemma 7.2 to L q lr2, we know that there is a function ¨ in V
satisfying
l1
L q ¨ F 0, /2
in V, and 1 F ¨ F C. Consequently, in H , with j fixed, the functionsj
2
w s ¨ " w" jl1
satisfy
Lw - 0."
They are clearly positive on ­ H . Then, the maximum principle holds inj
H , since ¨ itself is strictly positive and satisfiesj
L¨ - 0, ¨ ) 0
in H . Hence w G 0 in H . Thusj " j
2 2
< <w F ¨ F C.j l l1 1
Therefore, in H ,j
< < < <Mw s f y cwj j
2
`5 5F f q Cb.L
l1
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Using now the maximum principle for M, it follows that
2
< <w F 1 q Cb u , in H .j 0 j /l
Letting j ª ` we obtain the conclusion of the lemma.
We also need the following result.
 .THEOREM 7.4. Assume l L, V ) 0. There is a solution w of1 0
Lw s y1 in V ,0
satisfying
Cy1 u F w F Cu ,0 0 0
 .where C depends only on V, c , C , b, and l V .0 0 1
Proof. Let w be the solution constructed in Lemma 7.3, for f s y1. It0
 .was obtained as a limit of solutions w of 1 in this section, and it wasj
< <proved that w F C . Hence0 1
< <Mw F 1 q bC .0 1
The right inequality in the theorem then follows from Corollary 5.4.
To prove the left inequality, recall that u was obtained as the limit of0
solutions u ofj
Mu s 1 in Hj
u s 0 on ­ H ,j
Then
<M q c u - 1 q bu F 1 q b sup u . . j j 0
Thus
M q c b sup u w q w y u F 0. .  .  .0 j j j
Applying once more the maximum principle for L in H , as in the proof ofj
Lemma 7.3, we find
u F 1 q b sup u w . .j 0 j
Letting j ª `, we obtain
u F 1 q b sup u w . .0 0 0
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We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 7.1. If the refined principle
holds for L in V, then necessarily l ) 0. For if l F 0, the principal1 1
eigenfunction f ) 0 would be a counterexample to the refined maximum1
principle. Thus we only have to prove that l ) 0 implies that the refined1
maximum principle holds. Suppose then that l and that ¨ is a function1
bounded above, which satisfies L¨ G 0 in V and
lim sup ¨ x F 0 .j
ª
if ¨ u ­ V. We have to prove that ¨ F 0 in V. We may suppose N s sup ¨0
) 0. Otherwise the proof is complete. Using again Remark 5.7, we have
that for any « ) 0, 'd ) 0 such that
N N
¨ F « q u F « q C w ,0 4 0d d
in V, by Theorem 7.4. Recall that w was obtained as the limit of0
 .functions w in H satisfying 1 in this section, for f s y1. In H considerj j j
the function
u [ ¨ y « y C w y w . .4 0 j
On ­ H , u F 0 while in Hj j
Lu G yc« G yb« .
The maximum principle applied in L in H yieldsj
u F b« wj
2
F « b 1 q Cb sup u ,0 /l1
by Theorem 7.4. Thus u F « C , for any fixed point x in H . Therefore2 j
N
¨ x F « C w x y w x q « C . .  .  . .4 0 j 2d
Letting j ª `, so that
w x y w x ª 0, .  .0 j
we find
¨ x F « 1 q C . .  .2
Now letting « ª 0, we conclude the proof.
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As an immediate corollary we have
< <THEOREM 7.5. If V - h, for some h depending on n, c , and C , then0 0
the refined maximum principle holds.
< <Proof. Suppose that V - h, with h so small that the condition in
 .Theorem 6.5 is satisfied, i.e., for every x g V, the ball B x, r we have
vol B x , r l Vc G d vol B x , r . .  . .  .x x
Then we have
l M , V G try2 , .1 n
for suitable r, d , and d , where t depends only on n, c , C , and b. If h is0 0 0
so small that try2 ) sup c, then the refined maximum principle holds
for L.
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